Basics

- All Strings are transmitted using UTF-8.
- All IDs (node and message) are transmitted as 64 character long strings representing hex strings.
- All node IDs start with “8”
- All messages start with either “F” or “0” depending on the reachability of the node originating the message
- All messages are 1024 characters long representing hex strings.
- All IP addresses are assumed to be IPv4.
- All commands will start with a command string followed by the newline character, followed by the command appropriate data.

Command Messages

PEERS

- Nodes will respond by returning a random list of 20 peers that this node is currently connected to, either via incoming or outgoing connections.
- Peers are returned, each separated by the newline character.
- Peers are returned in the form `<Peer ID Value>@<IP Address>:<TCP Port>`, where all information is the string representation of the appropriate data.

OFFER

- Nodes will, upon cryptographic verification of a message they are originating or received via PULL, send this message to all connected peers informing them that they have the ability to transmit the message.
- The peer will follow the command word with the message’s ID, followed by the newline character.
PULL

- This command allows a node to request message data matching a particular ID in response to an OFFER message.
- Nodes will follow this command with the message ID, followed by a newline.
- A DATA command should follow a successfully completed PULL command.

DATA

- This command proceed the transmission of data in response to a pull request.
- Nodes will follow this command with the message ID, followed by a newline, followed by the message itself, followed by a newline.

ACK

- Nodes will, upon cryptographic first verification of an acknowledgment for a particular message, send this message to all peers.
- Acknowledgments contain a zero knowledge proof that the node originating the message was the recipient of one message for the prior round, but does not reveal which message to any peer other than the message originator.
- The peer will follow the command word with the compact proof, in the form of 128 characters in a hex encoding, followed by the newline.